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Karie Evans 

Book Review – The Bad and the Beautiful 

 

Sam Kashner and Jennifer MacNair, The Bad and the Beautiful: 

Hollywood in the Fifties, New York: Norton, 2003. 

 

 

Hollywood during the fifties seemingly provided its own entertainment.  Gossip reigned 

supreme and often overshadowed box office hits themselves.  Sam Kashner and Jennifer 

MacNair take this theme to the extreme to provide what they label “a snapshot of Hollywood 

during the era of Joe McCarthy and the blacklist, a chronicle of its film stars and bottom feeders, 

its icons and illusions.”  While canvassing throngs of gossip that eclipsed genuine movie making, 

the authors become more excited about the tabloid stories they retell rather than flesh out their 

stated thesis.  They reluctantly touch on the private lives of these fifties icons and concentrate 

more on proving the sordid stories of famed pre-tabloid, Confidential.   

Entertaining as it may be for the Hollywood glam novice, reading over three hundred and 

fifty pages of tired “been done before” celebrity gossip becomes a bit of a chore after a while.  

Chapters on the tattle-tail rag, Confidential, and the two chapters devoted to Lana Turner seem 

more like fictional creations themselves than truth-telling accounts of real Hollywood.  The 

authors unfold their stories like a screenplay in process, using colorful anecdotes and often 

directional language.  Kashner and MacNair write about blacklisted screenwriter Alvah Bessie 

like they are penning his story for the big screen.  With narrative such as, “Alvah Bessie didn’t 

even recognize his own voice when he called his old friend a ‘cocksucker.’  Cobb’s long, 

Dostoyevskian face filled with sadness.”  End scene. 

The authors generally neglect the bubbly, postwar optimism that many associate with 

fifties films, except to explore the seediness behind it.  They are quick to point out that Sandra 

Dee’s goody-two-shoes image had little to do with reality.  Summing her sordid real life story up 

in nothing more than a paragraph, the easy talent of these authors to point out the stain on her 
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seeming perfection only raises their dirt quotient.  In nine sentences, Kashner and MacNair break 

down Dee’s life into four categories: 1) sad woman who miscarried several times, 2) divorced 

drunk who hid from the public, 3) aging movie star who would never be what she once was, and 

4) butt of one of the most famous jokes of cinema today (“lousy with virginity”).  Who needs 

Confidential when the repugnant details of the famous are right here at our fingertips? 

The authors explore every facet of Hollywood gossip, including some of the most famous 

gossip columnists of the time.  Perhaps their guilt at becoming a new breed of gossip mongers 

causes Kashner and MacNair to place this chapter toward the end of the book so as to make the 

parallels less obvious.  Examining the sources of the great Hollywood scandals of the fifties 

appears more important than exploiting the participants in those scandals, and the authors 

seemingly only included this chapter out of some sort of obligation to demonstrate the effect of 

these gossip queens on Hollywood.  Interestingly, this chapter comes across as being less about 

the gossip and more about the real lives of fifties celebrities.  These gossip columnists share 

more in common with today’s Inside Edition or E! Entertainment News than distasteful rumor-

mills like the Enquirer or Star Magazine.  They reported that so-and-so married so-and-so.  

James Dean shops at Macys, etc.  According to the authors, they always expressed their opinions 

about the famous.  Joan Crawford was washed up.  Liberace wore weird clothes.  The 

undercover sort of scandalous tone is simply not there.  The authors actually state that the gossip 

queens saw the truth about Hollywood.  Famed columnist Sheilah Graham noted that 

“Hollywood is no longer a place; it’s a condition.”  Graham used her astute analysis of 

Hollywood to report a real Hollywood secret – the party was over.  Big Hollywood was gone. 

It turns out that Kashner and MacNair are less like the gossip columnists of the day than 

originally thought.  Their insight into Hollywood lacks substance on many levels.  They reveal 

little information on the impact that these scandalous stories had on Hollywood.  Most of the 
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chapters only retell the stories that have been told dozens of times before.  The fact that the 

authors end the book with a chapter on John F. Kennedy only speaks to their obsession with 

scandal, because Jack Kennedy was nothing if not scandal.  From his wealthy, connected family 

to his marriage to society queen, Jackie Bouvier, to his affair with Hollywood’s own Marilyn 

Monroe, his entire public life revolved around scandal.  The American public generally heard 

more about Kennedy’s private life than his public politics and thanks to Kashner and MacNair, 

the gossip lives on.  The chapter, and consequently, the book, ends with a familiar theme. 

The decade that began with Gloria Swanson as Norma Desmond 

ended with Jack Kennedy, the son of her former lover, in the White 

House, with Frank Sinatra in charge of entertainment.  The 1950s 

were definitely over. 

 

Kashner and MacNair could not end their exploration of Hollywood scandal without 

propagating one of the great ones.  Their love of scandal is obvious throughout the work and 

their abilities to rehash sordid detail after sordid detail grate on the nerves.  Amusingly, the 

authors main sources for all of their wicked stories come from biography after biography of 

Hollywood legends and very little from primary sources – not strange considering their topic.  

Spreading rumors encompasses the entire point of scandal.   

The quote on the front of the work “[T]his is the definitive take on sex, sleaze mongering, 

moral vacuity and paranoia in the American 1950s” is tragically off in its statement about the 

book by two words “take” and “American.”  The authors have no real “take” on Hollywood in 

the fifties; they merely reiterate dozens of unconfirmed scary-tales of the rich and famous 

throughout the decade.  And as for “American 1950s,” little correlation exists between the 

Hollywood that the authors speak of and America at large.  Recovering from a world war that 

had fueled an incomprehensible change in values and national theologies, American perspectives 

changed.  Television replaced Hollywood cinema and fewer Americans concerned themselves 

with the fluff being generated by the big-time Hollywood studios of the pre-war era.  Postwar 
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America became a place for reorganization of ideals and higher standards.  The authors fail to 

show any parallel between the America that had just been through a life-changing war and the 

America supposedly being caught up in these glamorous Hollywood scandals.  At a time when 

politics pressed on the minds of Americans and Communism threatened the new postwar status 

quo, Kashner and MacNair come closest to exploring American reaction to the scandals of 

Hollywood with their chapter on Rushmore and Confidential.  The red scare affected Americans 

much more than the aging crisis of Lana Turner and Mae West.  Postwar Americans evolved into 

politically conscious citizens and tended to rely less on the fantasy of film to fill their lives, and, 

consequently, Hollywood suffered. 

Perhaps the better take on Hollywood in the fifties would be a waning industry grasping 

at straws to bring back its audience.  Hollywood became like a soon-to-be-jilted lover, clinging 

tightly to its love, the audience, doing anything and everything to keep that love from leaving 

forever.  The authors hold too tightly to the glamour-quotient of Hollywood scandal in the fifties.  

They eagerly retell the stories like they will still ignite fires in the American audience.  

Ironically, similarly to the fifties, war constantly looms on the horizon today.  Someone new to 

fear lives around every corner.  It is a time when movie ratings are down and few care about the 

Oscars or the movies they celebrate.  The phrase “bigger fish to fry” comes to mind.  Kashner 

and MacNair fail to realize the importance of scandal to the real world of the fifties, much less 

the importance of fifties scandal to Americans of the real world today. 


